To the best of our knowledge, most of these studies on drift ) waves in a nonuniform dusty plasma deal with a dusty plasma of infinite extent. It is obvious that dusty plasmas in laboratory devices [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] are not always restricted to % propagate along or perpendicular to the external magnetic fieldD . Therefore, in the present work, we have considered a bounded nonuniform dusty magnetoplasma E with 6 equilibrium F density inhomogeneities in electrons, ions, and dust particles G and investigated the effects of the plasma density inhomogeneity, the obliqueness, the external magnetic field, and the boundary of the plasma system on different types of dust-associated ) electrostatic drift-like waves, namely, the Shukla -Varma mode, the lower-hybrid mode, the coupled electron -drift-dust-ion-acoustic H ED-DIAI waves, 6 the coupled It has been found that the effects of the plasma density inhomogeneity, the boundary of the dusty plasma, and the ob- . Thus, at equilibrium, 
II. GOVERNING EQUATIONS
, we obtain 
, and n 
.I t may be noted that Eq.~14 is valid for Gaussian density profiles.
We note that the latter are typical in laboratory experiments 40 we obtain 
2 3q is the dispersion relation for the lower-hybrid mode r modified by the finite boundary effects and the obliqueness of the propagating mode in a nonuniform dusty magnetoplasma wave guide.
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